
HURLEY !XI vs Denham – 28th August 2010 

DENHAM 
S Payne b Cole 2 

J Nicholas c Forrest b Akhtar 2 

I Shokat b Akhtar 28 

W Malik lbw b Forrest 7 

M Wasim c Savage b Cole 27 

F Mahmood Run Out (Brown) 2 

B Rai b Cole 0 

M Shepherd c Cole b Brown 28 

P Richards lbw b Brown 16 

G Dampier c Taylor b Forrest 1 

C O’Hara Not Out 0 

 Extras 32 

 Total 145ao 

 

M Cole  15-3-46-3  D Forrest 11.1-5-16-2 

N Akhtar 9-0-23-2  R Brown 7-1-36-2 

 

 

HURLEY 
D Day b Shepherd 1 

R Brown b Nicholas 4 

S Taylor c Shepherd b Nicholas 8 

J Furneaux b Nicholas 0 

N Akhtar c Mahmood b Dampier 40 1x6 

P Todd lbw b Nicholas 0 

D Forrest b Shepherd 9 

S Savage lbw b Dampier 0 

B Griffin b Shepherd 15 

M Cole Not Out 11 

 Extras 11 

 Total 99ao 

 

Hurley lost their third Chilterns League encounter on the bounce with a limp performance that would 

discredit 3 weeks old lettuce. Shorn of nearly half their side to the lemming like need to get away on a 

Bank Holiday, Hurley called upon retirees john Furneaux and Brian Griffin, but could still only muster 10 

players. This was less ‘Dirty Dozen’ than comic ‘Blues Brothers’ and getting the old band back 

together. Hurley finally won a toss and inserted Denham on a very damp surface with almost 

immediate results dismissing both openers with only 6 on the board. Shokat (28) and Malik (7) added 

41 as Shokat feasted on a succession of pies thrown half way down the slow track and Denham 

profited from leg side byes and 8 wides. The superb Akhtar (2-23) removed Shokat with a beautiful 

slower ball only for Wasim (27) to also profit from some loose bowling. Cole (3-46) forced Wasim to sky 

the ball to point where stand in Stuart Savage took a good steepling catch. Dave Forrest applied the 

breaks with a spell of 11 overs 2-16 but an 8th wicket stand of 43 between Shepherd (28) and Richards 

(16) pushed the visitors to 145 before Forrest ended the innings supported by a good catch from Steve 

Taylor at cover, Shepherd disappearing to Ross Brown (2-36) and a tremendous one handed catch 

from Cole. At tea Hurley could be pleased with chasing only 145 with 57 overs in hand, but there was 

the nagging doubt that 32 extras and short bowling had contributed to 20 runs too many for Denham. 

 

Hurley seemed to approach their innings in almost relaxed Sunday friendly spirit, shuffling a depleted 

pack promoting 16 year old Ross Brown to open and throwing in the long retired John Furneaux at 

No4. Hurley’s reward was to fold quicker than an advanced origami class and by the 8th over they 

were 17-5 as Nicholas (4-28) and Shepherd (3-40) bowled straight and were rewarded though Steve 

Taylor (8) could feel aggrieved to fall to a superb slip catch by Shepherd as the left hander slashed 

hard for the boundary. With the Hurley scorer going into a severe strop not helped by an erratic 

scoreboard, the Elwood Brothers of the super human Akhtar (40) and level headed Forrest (9) 

compiled a partnership of (51) that had a few believing that Hurley could pull off a recovery to mirror 



the England partnership of Trott and Broad. Denham turned to Dampier and his first delivery was wide 

of off stump, but Akhtar’s blood was up and he chased the ball only to edge it into the grateful slips. 

68-5 became 68-8 before Brian Griffin (15) rolled back many years to lead a counter attack. But the 

deficit was too great and Shepherd returned to clean up the hero of the Weston Super Mare Tour of 

the 90’s. Cole was left stranded on 11 a travesty for a talented all rounder and Hurley failed to make 3 

figures and register a single batting point. The Hurley 1XI seem to have given up on the league season 

falling away badly in recent weeks while their 2XI can conjure wins with similarly depleted resources.    


